[Observation of distortion product otoacoustic emissions in recovery course of sudden deafness].
To realize the DPOAE resulting in sudden deafness and to investigate the changes of OAE in the recovery course of sudden deafness. The basic characters of distortion product OAE (DPOAE) were studied in 60 ears of 30 cases with sudden deafness. The treatment and following-up were carried on too. The incidence and amplitude of OAEs in the affected ears were lower than that of normal ears and normal group, and the threshold of DPOAE was higher too. In the recovery course the amplitude and threshold of DPOAE were improved with the restoration of auditory threshold, but the restoring rate (RR) of auditory threshold was higher. The DPOAE in sudden deafness implies a serious sensorineural hearing loss. In the recovery course, the amplitude and threshold of DPOAE is later than that of the pure-tone behavioral threshold, which implies that DPOAE is a sensitive and direct way in reflecting the function of cochlea.